
MTCCSD Members
June 10, 2007 was the 14th MTCCSD Sunday Ride.  Attended by Odale, Damon, Bobby, Pat, Ash, 
Dave, Greg, Richard, Keto, Nappy and myself, Clydesdale Paul.  The ride was lead by Richard Hosea 
who named the ride.  Touch The Sky Ride Mt Soledad and More Hills, was a nice change starting at the 
Mission Bay Visitor Center.  It has been sometime since some of the members and myself had ridden up 
Mt Soledad, especially from the direction in which Richard led the club.  We started up the hill from PB 
then into La Jolla working our way up to the cross. The younger riders were going at brisk pace while I 
pedaled a mere 6 mph, while not having much of a chance to ride lately, I slowly made it to the top.  
We regrouped at the summit and I was very thankful everyone waited for me. The view from the top was 
incredible. We took a couple of group pictures and looked at some war memorabilia. It was now time 
for the best part of the ride, the fast decent.  As we starting down hill Pat was nowhere to be seen. The 
group made it to the bottom in about 2 minutes without Pat.  Odale and Bobby went back to look with 
no success. The group proceeded south through La Jolla then PB. Our leader and the others picked up 
the pace as we pedaled back to the starting point where Dave, Ash, Odale and myself decided we had 
enough.  Odale and I were eager to get back to his house, to finish working on his Chesini.  We thought 
it WAS a successful ride.

Richard, Keto, Nappy, Bobby, Greg and Damon continued on with Richard leading the group south 
from PB to Friars Rd. east to ascend the hill up to USD. At this time Bobby broke off having other 
obligations. From the top of Linda Vista Rd. the 5 remaining riders welcomed another fast decent.  
At the bottom of the hill Keto suggested another challenge; to now ride through Pt. Loma to the 
Cabrillo Monument.  The climb up to the lighthouse seemed agreeable, as the grade was not as steep as 
the previous two hills.  After the decent Richard and Greg broke off at Chatsworth Blvd. to ride back to 
the Mission Bay Visitors Center, Keto and Nappy would complete their ride in the residential area of 
Pt. Loma and Damon would ride home to east San Diego.

Richard planned an excellent ride in which he continually looked out for his fellow riders, several who 
chose to lengthen the initial planned ride.  Thanks, Richard, for your leadership.

Until next time keep the rubber down

Clydesdale Paul 
Damon Hitchcock      

Sunday June 10 /2007 
Richard Hosea's  Touch the sky ride MT.Soledad & more hills. 

Come and feel the burn!!!  


